
Why use PMO2000® for your Reliability Investigation Program?

Many plant managers have found that conventional RCM approaches have not lived up to 
expectations.  RCM is too slow and resource intensive. RCM is impractical for companies with 
existing plants, particularly if a plant has a shortage of labor and/or is caught in a somewhat 
reactive maintenance environment.  Similarly, statistical methods have been found too complex 
and many plants lack reliable data.  The result is often poor as people give up on the process 
and continue with the existing program.

PM02000® is an empirically based approach to RCM which quickly engages those closest to 
the equipment, the tradesmen and operators.  It can be executed very quickly, up to six times 
faster than conventional RCM, creating the early returns necessary to make it a self-sustaining 
project.

The program is very fast and easy to understand. This is why the operators and maintainers 
love PM02000®.

Nexus Global’s Planned Maintenance Optimization Process (PM02000®) software uses the 
principles of RCM to create a maintenance program that is SAE JA1011 standard compliant. 

It conforms to the generic methods known as Planned Maintenance Optimization.  PM02000® 
starts with the existing maintenance program.  Working in multi-disciplinary teams from the 
shop floor, the PM02000® team identifies what duplication exists within their own maintenance 
program and which elements of the current maintenance program are useful, and which are 
inappropriate.

The team then establishes what failures are not being managed by the current maintenance 
program.  Next, the team works out the most efficient and effective method for managing the 
maintenance of the asset given local production and logistics factors.  The most important 
aspect of PM02000® then commences with implementation and the living program where 
a cultural shift occurs.  Within months of implementation, an organization can shift from one 
where plant failure is a way of life to one where there is zero tolerance to unexpected failure.
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What is PM02000®?

PM Optimization is all 
about speed, simplicity 
and cultural change
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We have had great success with PMO2000®“ - Reliability Engineer, Billiton Mitsubishi Alliance

“



Can PM02000® be six times faster than conventional RCM?

Yes, it really can be and you really will get results!

PMO2000® Conventional RCM

PM02000® starts with a pool of failure modes which 
are already of concern to the organization. 

Conventional RCM lists all the likely failures.... even 
those which are connected to functions which are 
obviously not preventable through maintenance.

PM02000® acknowledges that understanding asset 
functions is important but considers that a detailed 
functional analysis is not usually critical to the outcome. 

Functional analysis in conventional RCM methods can 
consume one third of analysis time.

PM02000® is implementation intensive. RCM is analysis intensive.

PM02000® is a review and rationalization process which 
allows many of the tasks already in place to be modified.

RCM tends to rewrite the whole maintenance program.

What should we do if we don't have a formal Maintenance Program?

Don't worry.  Even in well-respected organizations, maintenance tasks may not be well defined and a vast amount of 
inspection and condition monitoring may be managed outside of a formal system.  One of the first steps is to write 
down what everyone is doing.  This is a surprisingly easy thing to do with the right people involved. PM02000® is 
ideal for existing organizations starting from scratch.

Can PM02000® be used for new equipment or equipment in the design phase?

Yes.  Over the years we have complied substantial extensive failure mode and task libraries for almost all industry 
sectors.  These can be deployed where there is no vendor recommended program.  Where there is a vendor 
recommended maintenance program, it should be reviewed using PM02000® prior to commissioning the plant.

Our experience shows that maintenance programs provided by the vendor are often twice what they should be in 
terms of downtime, often overhaul based rather than condition based, and often miss important maintenance activities.

learn more at www.nexusglobal.com/pmo2000P: +1.855.488.0068    info@nexusglobal.com
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Try PMO2000® Software Today
Call us at +1.855.488.0068 or visit www.nexusglobal.com/pmo2000


